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"Real-Time Product Dispensing Record" 
Epump significantly facilitates remote station management, a feature this particular customer

finds valuable. Running multiple stations across the country involves dealing with vast

amounts of data. Epump's real-time visibility saves time and effort, allowing for more efficient

operation across all aspects of the business.

"Real-Time Sales Analysis" 
Managing multiple stations often means challenges in obtaining immediate sales transaction

details, especially across widespread locations. This customer highlights the convenience of

obtaining transaction specifics from remote locations like Gombe, streamlining the process

and enhancing operational efficiency.

“Lack of Intrusion during deployment”
The seamless deployment of Epump has been a significant advantage for one of our

customers, particularly in maintaining uninterrupted operations at their fuel stations. It's widely

known that fuel stations experience constant activity, even with the fact that there are off-peak

periods. It's challenging for most stations to halt operations while making changes or

installations.

What sets Epump apart is its ability to carry out deployments without disrupting station

activities. The deployment process occurs one pump at a time, ensuring that there is no

downtime during the installation process. This approach allows for continuous operations and

ensures that the station remains fully functional while deployment is ongoing. This is a

considerable benefit, as it enables the customer to avoid disruptions and revenue loss

associated with station shutdowns during the process.

In summary, these examples shed light on how Epump greatly benefits daily station

operations.  You would be thrilled to know that there are more impeccable features on the

platform that your businesses can benefit from. To experience this transformation firsthand,

reach out to us today! As mentioned earlier, kindly visit our YouTube Channel-@epumpafrica

to get full details of how Epump has transformed the operations of these businesses

For more information about Epump and its services, follow us on our social media channels -

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn @epumpafrica.

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the author.
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highlighting the advantages Epump offers

its customers and how it has contributed

to business growth while ensuring peace

of mind for station owners and

management.

Previously, we’ve discussed Epump's

problem-solving features and their

positive impacts on businesses. However,

in this edition, we'll focus on the benefits

by reviewing testimonials from our

customers (full details available on our

YouTube Channel - @epumpafrica).

Through the words of our customers:

"Knowing Peak Periods" 
Epump captures all sales transactions

from the pump, providing station owners

with firsthand data on various station

activities. This includes customer

payment patterns, peak and off-peak

periods, purchase behaviors, among

others. Utilizing this data, one of our

customers optimizes maintenance work

during off-peak periods, ensuring minimal

disruption during peak traffic times.

"Remote Price Change" 
The ability to change product prices

remotely is a highly appreciated feature

by both corporate and individual owners.

Before Epump, one of our pioneer

customers in Abeokuta encountered

challenges, especially in altering prices

while away from the station. Epump's

remote price adjustment capability has

notably eased this process, leading to

plans for expanding stations.

elcome back to our

newsletter series - a

journey through the

remarkable world of

automation.
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Epump is a technology company that provides fuel station owners with the tools and technology
to streamline operations, boost revenue, and deliver exceptional customer service.
epump@fuelmetrics.com.ng
+2348036096226
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Note:
PMS Pump Prices

All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 1,242NGN.

AGO Pump Prices
All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 1,242NGN.
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